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Abstract
Protection motivation theory (PMT) is one of the most commonly used theories to examine information security
behaviors. Our systematic review of the application of PMT in information systems (IS) security and the comparison
with its application for decades in psychology identified five categories of important issues that have not yet been
examined in IS security research. Discussing these issues in terms of why they are relevant and important for IS
security, and to what extent IS research has not considered them, offers new research opportunities associated
with the study of PMT and IS security threats. We suggest how future studies can approach each of the open issues
to provide a new road map for quantitative and qualitative IS scholars.
Keywords: Protection Motivation Theory; Behavioral IS Security; IS Security Threat; Threat Message; Fear Appeal;
Literature Review.

Introduction
Rogers’s (1975, 1983) protection motivation theory (PMT) is one of the mostly applied theories in behavioral
information systems (IS) security research, a key area of the IS security field (Boss et al., 2015; Crossler et al.,
2013). Recently, IS studies have reviewed PMT applications in IS research (Boss et al. 2015; Wall & Buche, 2017).
However, those existing PMT review studies have mainly focused on fear and fear appeals 1, which represent just
two of the fifteen components of Roger’s PMT (see Figure 1). We argue that the 45 years of PMT studies in
psychology can provide many more important insights on IS security research. The PMT insights not yet examined
in IS security can help us to understand why employees do (not) comply with IS security procedures. For example,
psychology literature found that appeals aimed at arousing not only fear but also empathy enhance threat message
effectiveness in case that others are threatened along with the targeted individual (Haley et al., 2011; Shelton &
Rogers, 1981). Hence, messages appealing to taking the perspective of the organization might help better
understand employee motivation to protect the corporate data and information. Also, the PMT insights can be used
to design effective interventions to improve employees’ IS security behavior.
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a number of research directions from PMT research that are not yet studied
in the IS security field, albeit they could increase our understanding on IS security behavior. Examining those issues
in future could improve and advance our current understanding of users’ information security protection motivations
and behaviors, a central topic in current IS security research (Moody et al., 2018).
In the next section, we briefly describe components of Rogers’s PMT and highlight its key assumptions. Afterwards,
more details on our review method are provided. Based on this, we describe past research on PMT in the IS security
field and how that work has addressed the existing recommendations on PMT for IS security research. We then
identify five important issues that are yet unstudied in PMT research in the IS security field. Finally, we give guidance
how future IS security studies can examine each issue, providing a road map for quantitative and qualitative IS
security research on PMT.

Rogers’s Model of Protection Motivation Theory
Components of PMT
PMT was initially designed as a special case of expectancy-value theories to better understand the relationship of
fear appeals to attitude change (Rogers, 1975). Fear appeals are persuasive communications depicting a threat,
i.e., unfavorable consequences that might result from not taking a communicator’s recommendations (Rogers,
1975). Later, this position (Rogers 1975) evolved as Rogers (1983) moved beyond fear appeals and extended the
initial PMT formulation to theorize about the effects of threatening information on attitude and behavior change
(Rogers, 1983, p. 167; Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997, p. 114). These revised versions (Rogers, 1983; Rogers &
Prentice-Dunn, 1997) as depicted in Figure 1 received the most attention by PMT scholars and are the focus of this
review.
----------------------------------------------------------------Insert Figure 1 About Here
----------------------------------------------------------------At PMT’s core are two cognitive appraisal processes that mediate the effects of threatening information on various
coping modes (Rogers, 1983). Sources of information about threats are differentiated between environmental and

intrapersonal (Rogers, 1983). The former includes verbal persuasion (in particular, fear appeals) and observational
learning, i.e., observing what occurs to other people. The latter includes individual personality variables, i.e.,
dispositional characteristics, as well as prior experiences with similar threats, such as feedback from prior coping
responses (ibid.).
If a threat is recognized, any of those sources of information can initiate threat appraisal and coping appraisal
(Rogers, 1983). The threat appraisal assesses the maladaptive response(s) defining either current risky behavior
(such as chain smoking) or a risky behavior that could be adopted (such as starting to smoke). Note that more than
one response is possible (ibid.). Threat appraisal factors that increase the probability of the maladaptive response(s)
are intrinsic rewards (such as physical or psychological pleasure) or extrinsic rewards (such as social approval).
Factors that decrease the probability of a maladaptive response are the severity of the threat and one’s vulnerability,
i.e., one’s expectation of being exposed to the threat under the condition that no adaptive response was performed
(ibid.). The emotional state of fear plays only an indirect role by affecting attitude and behavior change through
threat severity appraisal (Rogers, 1983; Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997).
Coping appraisal assesses adaptive responses that describe protective coping behavior recommended to minimize
or avert the threat (Rogers, 1983). Coping appraisal factors that increase the probability of adaptive response are
response efficacy (one’s belief that the adaptive response is effective) and self-efficacy (belief about one’s ability
and effort to successfully perform the adaptive response). Coping appraisal factors that decrease the probability of
the adaptive response are any response costs—physical or psychological expenditures of adopting the adaptive
response, such as difficulty, complexity, inconvenience, or overcoming habit strength (ibid.).
Threat appraisal and coping appraisal processes arouse the motivation to protect oneself as recommended, i.e.,
protection motivation (Rogers, 1983). According to Rogers et al. (1983, p. 172), “protection motivation is best
measured by behavioral intentions”. These behavioral intentions indicate the effects of persuasion and eventuate
in adaptive coping, maladaptive coping, or both (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Adaptive coping (such as adopting
a communicator’s recommendation) can either involve a direct act that requires someone to do something (such as
to stop smoking) or the inhibition of an act (such as not starting to smoking) (Rogers, 1983). It can further encompass
a single act, repeated acts (such as annual cancer screening), multiple acts (such as participating in sports and
maintaining a healthy diet), or repeated multiple acts (ibid.). Coping modes are maladaptive if the coping activity
deals with induced emotions but not directly with the threat in the external situation (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997).
Examples include avoidance, denial, wishful thinking, or fatalism (ibid.). It is the nature of the threat that should
produce more than one mode of coping (ibid.). Any changes in adaptive and maladaptive coping will feed back as
“prior experience” and induce reappraisals of the threat and coping behaviors (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997, p.
117).
Key Assumptions of PMT
PMT is applicable to “any situation involving threat” (Rogers, 1983, p. 172), including health threats, but also intraand inter-personal threats (such as self-esteem and social relations), economic threats (such as higher energy
prices), threats to other people, and even to other species (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). However, the predictive
strength of the factors varies with the threat (Floyd et al., 2000). The crucial assumption is that individuals must feel
a minimum level of threat or concern before they evaluate whether they can play an effective role in minimizing the
threat (Floyd et al., 2000, p. 409). Thus, PMT assumes that “motivation must be supplied first to initiate the coping
[appraisal] process.” (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997, p. 116).
Rogers (1983) summarizes six sufficient prerequisites to elicit this motivation and subsequent behavior to protect
oneself from a potential threat. The individual must believe that 1) the threat is severe, 2) one is vulnerable to the
threat, 3) the recommended protective behavior is effective in averting the threat, 4) one is able to perform the
recommended protective behavior, 5) rewards from the current or potential risky behavior are compensated by
factors decreasing the probability of engaging in the current or potential risky behavior, and 6) costs of the
recommended protective behavior are compensated by factors increasing the probability of engaging in the
recommended protective behavior (Rogers, 1983, p. 171).
Consequently, the arousal of fear is not a prerequisite to applying PMT (Rogers, 1983, pp. 169; 171). PMT usually
refers to coping behaviors that are not made immediately but involve long-sustained cognitive processes (Rogers,
1983), such as taking medication or, in the context of IS security, taking IS security measures. Those kind of adaptive
responses may be made after emotional states such as fear have disappeared (ibid.).
Similarly, the manipulation of fear appeals is not an essential element for PMT (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997, p.
114). Beyond changes produced by fear appeals, there are other sources of information, such as prior experiences

with similar threats that could likewise invoke motivation to initiate the threat and coping appraisal processes (ibid;
cf. also Figure 1). In addition, scholars can use PMT to study not only dynamic, but also static beliefs and their
impact on coping behaviors when participants perceive a threat (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Hypothesized
effects of PMT components have been found in both experimental and correlational psychology research (ibid.).
The study of Greening (1997) in health psychology is a good example of the latter without explicit fear appeal
manipulations.
PMT does not assume a complete rational decision-making process (Rogers, 1983). Cognitive and motivational
biases in human thinking (such as confirmation bias) are supposed to affect the threat and coping appraisal
processes (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). For instance, if people cannot perform necessary coping behaviors,
increases in threat severity and/or vulnerability can induce feelings of helplessness that reinforce the maladaptive
response to restore control of one’s fate. This is known as the boomerang interaction effect (e.g., Maddux & Rogers,
1983).
Finally, PMT may be similar to other related theories of individual persuasion (Rogers, 1975, 1983), such as the
health belief model (Rosenstock, 1974), the parallel response model (Leventhal, 1970), the cognitive-motivationalrelational theory (Lazarus et al., 1970; Lazarus, 1966), and the extended parallel process model (Witte, 1992).
Those theories slightly differ from each other because, while they are basically about the same beliefs, the
arrangement of components and assumptions about processes are different (Floyd et al., 2000; Rogers & PrenticeDunn, 1997; Weinstein, 1993). A comparison of those theories and their assumptions can be found elsewhere (e.g.,
Johnston & Warkentin, 2010; Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, et al., 2016). For reasons of scope, this review focused
on those studies that explicitly measured or manipulated components of Rogers’s PMT. In particular, we focused
on protection motivation in response to an IS security threat, describing an event with potentially harmful
consequences for information security (Vance et al., 2014).

Review Method
We systematically analyzed extant IS studies that applied PMT to examine responses to IS security threats.
Following the approach of Webster and Watson (2002), our review process included three steps: the search process,
the selection of relevant articles, and the concept-centric coding.
To ensure comprehensiveness and high quality of the source material, we searched peer-reviewed IS-centric
journals as listed in Lowry et al. (2013) as well as the proceedings of leading IS conferences (ICIS, ECIS, HICSS,
AMCIS, PACIS) using the search terms (“protection motivation theory“ AND “information systems“ AND “security“)
in the full text of each outlet. We then examined each article and kept those that met the following criteria: (1) the
study cited PMT as the underlying theory and (2) the study analyzed an IS security threat describing an event with
a potentially adverse consequence for information security2 . In addition, we examined the references of each
identified article to detect prior studies of importance and we searched forward by the means of Google Scholar to
ensure we missed no relevant study citing the identified articles. This process resulted in 67 papers published in
the period from 2005 to 2017. All of these studies are listed in the appendix.
We extracted from these articles scientometrics, investigated PMT components, theoretical and empirical research
context, research method, PMT-related findings, and the extent to which they addressed issues psychologists
discuss as important for PMT research. The Appendix Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 provide details on our full conceptcentric coding matrix as well as our coding results at length.

A Summary of Past PMT Research
Descriptive Findings
In this section, we first briefly describe the extent to which the identified previous PMT papers in IS security literature
have examined each PMT component of Figure 1, which Rogers and Prentice-Dunn refer to as the “overall model
of protection motivation theory” (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997, p. 114). We further summarize past methodological
approaches and key empirical results.
Our systematic and comprehensive review of the 67 PMT studies in the IS security field shows that the majority
(61.2% of the identified PMT articles) study other behavioral constructs or theories together with PMT in the
research model. Most popular are several constructs from deterrence theory (11.9%), theory of planned behavior
(10.4%), social cognitive theory (7.5%), or the health belief model (4.5%).
Regarding the PMT components (cf. Table A.1 for more details), we did not find any study testing Rogers and

Prentice-Dunn’s (1997, p. 114) “overall model of protection motivation theory” as a whole (as displayed in Figure 1).
The sources of information (Figure 1) have received little research attention: 22.4% of the identified studies analyzed
verbal persuasion (including fear appeals), 1.5% observational learning, 1.5% personality variables, and 16.4%
prior experiences with similar threats. The majority of identified PMT studies focused on the threat and coping
appraisal components: self-efficacy (analyzed in 91.0% of studies), severity (89.6%), vulnerability (88.1%), and
response efficacy (83.6%) were the most frequently studied PMT components. Almost half of the studies (53.7%)
analyzed response costs. The investigation of intrinsic (9.0%) and extrinsic (7.5%) rewards, especially the
distinction between extrinsic and intrinsic rewards, was an exception. 3 Fear was considered in 20.9% of past studies.
71.6% of the studies examined protection motivation (intention) and 56.7% the adaptive coping behaviors. These
security-related protective behaviors have been examined in work environments, such as organizational insiders’
volitional protection of organizational information and IS (Posey et al., 2015) and compliance with IS security policies
(e.g., Bélanger et al., 2017). The behaviors have also been examined in non-work environments, such as protection
against online security attacks (Chen & Zahedi, 2016), the adoption of specific anti-spyware and anti-malware
software (e.g., Liang & Xue, 2010), and its continued usage (Warkentin, Johnston, Shropshire, et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the security-related protective behaviors often subsume a wide range of single, multiple, specific or
general security-related acts, among those 3.0% that study the inhibition of action (i.e., not to start behaving
insecurely). Only 6.0% of past PMT studies investigated maladaptive coping.
Regarding the research methods used to study PMT (cf. Table A.2 for more details), 76.1% of studies tested their
model with a one-time point survey. Such studies have tested the PMT, or its components, as a theory of behavior
(and not as a theory of behavior change) because they have not captured change. Behavioral change settings,
such as lab experiments (10.4%), field experiments (3.0%), scenario-based manipulations (3.0%), or longitudinal
(4.5%) designs, are less used to examine PMT in IS security.
61 of the 67 identified articles are empirical studies. Most of these empirical studies found support or partial support
for the PMT-based hypotheses in the IS security context (see Table 1). We most often identified findings in
contradiction to PMT concerning the direction of the relationship between vulnerability of the IS security threat and
protection motivation, which was significantly negative in 5 studies (7.5%) (Boss et al., 2015; e.g., Crossler et al.,
2014; Dang-Pham & Pittayachawan, 2015).
----------------------------------------------------------------Insert Table 1 About Here
----------------------------------------------------------------Existing PMT Recommendations in IS Security
We found two existing reviews with future PMT recommendations for IS security. First, based on a review of 29
identified PMT-based IS security journal articles, Boss et al. (2015) recommend future IS security scholars to 1) use
and establish the full PMT nomology before adding non-PMT constructs, 2) use fear-appeal manipulations, 3)
measure fear, and 4) model and measure behaviors, not only intentions (Boss et al., 2015). Second, corroborating
the fear-related recommendations of Boss et al. (2015), Wall and Buche (2017) propose future research questions
surrounding the reactions to and effects of security-related fear appeals from a critical realist and critical
constructivist stance. The existing recommendations regarding PMT thus focus on fear.
However, although Rogers originally designed PMT to understand the relationship between fear appeals and
attitude change, this position evolved as he shifted his focus from “fear” to “threats” (Rogers, 1975, 1983; Rogers
& Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Ever since, PMT has been applicable to “any situation involving threat” (Rogers, 1983, p.
172) and a variety of past PMT studies in psychology shows that fear appeals are not a prerequisite for PMT (e.g.,
Ruiter, Kessels, Peters, & Kok, 2014; Tesson et al., 2016). In existing IS security research, 22.4% of the identified
PMT studies have used fear-appeal manipulations. The remaining 77.6% did not explicitly manipulate fear appeals.
Previous manipulations of IS security fear appeals take one of two forms. The first form is an IS security threat
message with statements that describe the IS security threat and potential benefits of practicing the recommended
coping behavior (e.g., Anderson & Agarwal, 2010; Boss et al., 2015; Johnston & Warkentin, 2010; Vance et al.,
2014). The second form is a hands-on training program informing the subject about the IS security threat, benefits,
and secure practices (e.g., Meso et al., 2013; Putri & Hovav, 2014). Our review further identified 20.9% of the
studies measuring fear arousal and its influence on individuals’ protection motivation when confronted with IS
security threats. The results of self-reported fear arousal measurements are mixed: some report support (e.g., Chen
& Zahedi, 2016), some partial support (e.g., Boss et al., 2015), others no support (e.g., Burns et al., 2017). Selfreports might be appropriate to measure individual levels of fear perceptions. However, it is not always clear to what

extent the previously employed tools actually measure fear. To give a concrete example, survey statements such
as “My computer has a serious malware problem” or “My computer might become unusable due to malware” (Boss
et al., 2015, p. A10) may rather reflect malware vulnerability or concern about malware's adverse consequences
rather than true fear. The only work that has applied neuroscientific fRMI methods found that exposure to IS security
threat messages does not evoke fear in individuals (Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, et al., 2016). Warkentin et al.
(2016, p. 205) conclude that “fear appeal theory…is not as readily applicable to addressing threats to, for example,
one’s identity, hard drive crashes, or malware.”
Inspired by the history of PMT research in psychology, we propose in Section 3 (recommendations #3d and #4)
alternative mechanisms that could be more relevant to influence protection motivation in the case of IS security
threats than fear. After all, PMT is not intended to frighten someone but to influence one’s behavior (Tanner et al.,
1989). Presently, let us highlight that the existing recommendations to study fear appeals may be relevant, but
neither necessary for nor limited to studying PMT in future IS security research. Moreover, our results describing
the frequencies to which past IS security studies used the PMT and non-PMT constructs (see the preceding section)
illustrate that the identified IS security articles on PMT have already adopted and widely studied the non-fear-related
recommendations of Boss et al. (2015).
We therefore suggest that the almost 45-year history of PMT research in psychology can inspire us with further new
and important ideas that can help advance IS security research on PMT and thus, understand why employees do
(not) comply with IS security procedures. We propose five broad categories of important PMT issues which past
PMT-based IS security literature has not considered or not considered sufficiently. In the next section, we discuss
each issue and explain its importance and relevance for behavioral IS security.

Unstudied Issues and Opportunities for PMT Research in the IS Security Field
A key assumption of PMT is that individuals must perceive a minimum level of threat for which there is an effective
individual response (Floyd et al., 2000, p. 409). But what is an IS security threat, exactly? Furthermore, do
individuals perceive coping responses to IS security threats as effective?
Recommendation #1: Measure the Level of Concern about IS Security Threats.
A minimum level of concern is crucial to make individuals to evaluate the coping response and in turn elicit protection
motivation (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Concern is one’s “disposition to desire occurrence or nonoccurrence
of a given kind of situation” (Frijda, 1986, p. 335). Regarding PMT, concern refers to an individual’s disposition to
occupy her-/himself with cognitive appraisal of threatening information (Floyd et al., 2000).
However, IS security threats may not be like typical PMT threats that cause “pain and suffering” (Rogers & PrenticeDunn, 1997, p. 113) or are deemed as “real but controllable threats” (Beck & Frankel, 1981, p. 204). IS security
threats are digital in nature, making them intangible and invisible. They are also still relatively new and perhaps less
familiar compared to health threats such as smoking or cancer. The potential negative outcomes associated with
IS security threats may therefore be more difficult to grasp and anticipate. Prior studies especially conducted in
work environments found that often users do not appraise IS security threats as causing them real levels of concern
(Johnston et al., 2019).
We therefore suggest that researchers should not assume that subjects experience the IS security threat as
concerning but should confirm experiences with research. Measuring subjects’ level of concern with the IS security
threat appeared relevant for empirically supporting PMT-based models. For instance, Anderson and Agarwal (2010)
measured participants’ concern regarding security threats by hackers on a 5-point scale ranging from ‘not at all’ to
‘very concerned' and found empirical support for the relevance of PMT to broader intentions to protect the Internet
and the private home computer from an attack by hackers. Vance et al. (2014) found a strong prediction of security
warning disregard only after the simulation of a hacker screen eliciting participants to report a significantly higher
degree of concern compared to the neutral response of 5 on a scale of 0—‘not concerned at all’—to 10—‘100%
concerned’. We recommend below several new approaches how IS security threat messages might be manipulated
to cause users to perceive some levels of concerns through the means of personalization (recommendation #3).
For now, we recommend that future studies should measure and control for a subject’s actual level of concern about
IS security threats.
Recommendation #2: Measure Confidence in Relationship Between Protective Behavior and IS Security
Threat Reduction.

The digital nature of IS security threats may also affect the coping appraisal. To perform protective information
security behaviors, individuals may have to use technologies, such as encryption technologies or anti-malware
software. Such a digital or technological mediation, which is often unobservable and intangible, may make it more
difficult for people to affirm the efficacy of the recommended protective behavior.
However, a high level of assurance that the protective behavior is effective in reducing individuals’ threat
vulnerability significantly increases the intention to adopt this behavior (Mewborn & Rogers, 1979). In particular, if
an individual's coping actions require external mediation, people must perceive a transparent contingency between
protection behavior and risk reduction (Shelton & Rogers, 1981). This transparent contingency can be improved,
especially for repeated protective behaviors, if people are able to monitor the effectiveness of the coping response
(Beck & Frankel, 1981). An analog example for such a transparent contingency, or its lack thereof, is the “gulf of
execution and evaluation” (Norman, 1988) in design research. Norman (1988) emphasizes that systems need to
be designed in a way to enable both doing something (execution) and checking (evaluation) such that goal-driven
users are able to derive whether their actions have moved them closer to their goals.
IS users, however, may not easily perform contingency tests to demonstrate for themselves the relationship
between protective behavior and their goal of IS security threat reduction. Technically successful IS security
breaches may strive to stay invisible to victims. Thus, IS users may not even perceive any immediate difference in
the outcome, whether they protect their computers or not. Moreover, many users may not understand the functioning
and algorithms of complex protection systems. Zahedi et al. (2015) found that displaying a detector tool’s run time
speed and accuracy can influence users’ belief about the effectiveness of the tool in detecting fake websites (i.e.,
detector response efficacy). In turn, users’ detection tool usage increases. Still, users are not able to retrace but
need to trust in the displayed success rate when assessing the tool’s efficacy to detect the threat.
Therefore, it is important to measure the level of confidence individuals have in the protective abilities of the
technology and/or the organization. In the end, users must believe that their own response is effective and can
make a difference in their vulnerability to the IS security threat (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). The current PMTbased IS security studies do not sufficiently account for this clear contingency. For instance, most constructs of
perceived efficacy are not designed to appropriately highlight the individual’s contribution to facilitating the link
between protective behavior and IS security threat reduction. Notable exceptions are Anderson and Agarwal (2010),
who deliberately measure “perceived citizen efficacy” (with questions such as “If I adopt security measures on my
home computer, I can make a difference in helping to secure the Internet”). Liang and Xue (2009) developed the
technology threat avoidance theory (TTAT), which states that users who do not believe in safe-guarding measures
display emotion-focused coping.
We therefore recommend that future studies should measure subjects’ confidence in the relationship between
protective information security behavior and IS security threat reduction.
Recommendation #3: Personalize IS Security Threat Messages.
To be persuasive, threat messages must activate theoretically relevant beliefs (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997).
The relevance of a threat is distinct for each person receiving the message (Rogers & Thistlethwaite, 1970; Ruiter,
Abraham, & Kok, 2001). Johnston et al. (2015) and Johnston et al. (2016) highlight the importance of personal
relevance of the IS security threat. We would add that personalizing the content of threat messages and how it is
expressed to targeted audiences is likewise important to enhance threat message effectiveness (Johnston et al.,
2019; Tannenbaum et al., 2015; Webb et al., 2010). We propose six new manipulations to personalize IS security
threat messages.
#3a) Account for audiences’ threat familiarity. At first, IS researchers should tailor IS security threat message
arguments to the audience’s level of familiarity with the IS security threat. Familiarity with the threat and the resulting
knowledge about it is identified as a critical factor that influences the level of relevance, acceptability, and accuracy
at which subjects appraise the threat message arguments (De Steur et al., 2015; Higbee, 1969; Ruiter et al., 2014;
Tanner et al., 1991). Two different influences have been found: First, individuals have experienced an incident that
has already occurred to them or to others (Rogers, 1983). That kind of prior direct or indirect (i.e., observational
learning) experiences with this or similar threats make the threat more relevant, focus individuals’ attention to the
response and self-efficacy information, and increase their intention to adopt the protective coping behavior (Tanner
et al., 1989). Second, individuals have not experienced any incident so far but may have heard about the threat.
That kind of prior knowledge moderates the influence of the threat message by affecting maladaptive coping
behaviors (Tanner et al., 1991). For instance, people that have never (directly or indirectly) experienced a sexually
transmitted disease (STD) although behaving risky for years by using no condom reported a higher repertory of

maladaptive responses, including statements like “I find STD-free partners” or “God will take care of me” (ibid.).
When encountering threat messages, those prior maladaptive responses are reassessed and influence people’s
perceptions of vulnerability and in turn the level of threat perceived (Tanner et al., 1991). Different and new
arguments may therefore be necessary to convince those people (Brewer et al., 2007; Ruiter et al., 2001).
Hence, we recommend tailoring IS security threat message arguments to the subject’s current familiarity with the
IS security threats. Our review shows that existing research has not yet captured participants’ (perceived or
objective) threat familiarity in the design of IS security threat messages. Just eleven studies (16.4%) accounted for
previously experienced IS security incidents in their PMT models. Of these, 90% reported substantial direct effects
of prior experiences on the threat and coping appraisals and, in turn, on protection motivation (e.g., Tu et al., 2015).
In particular, Vance et al. (2014) show that experiencing a security incident reduces security warning disregard,
while users’ risk perceptions significantly increase. Mwagwabi et al. (2014) was the only study in our review
evaluating any sort of observational learning (i.e., indirect experiences). They found a highly significant impact on
password-related threat vulnerability if users knew someone who had ever been exposed to hacking, in addition to
their own personal prior experiences.
Regarding IS security threat knowledge (but no incident experience), Anderson and Agarwal (2010), Zahedi et al.
(2015), and Yang and Lee (2016) controlled for three highly significant variables: media exposure (“How much have
you heard or read during the last year about security violations [such as threats such as virus attacks and/or
unauthorized access to data by hackers]?”), threat awareness (“When it comes to my awareness of fake websites,
I don't know anything about them/know a lot about them.”), and security awareness (“I know the potential security
threat and its negative consequences.”). In addition, Shillair et al. (2015) found significant differences in online
safety intentions between subjects with self-reported low and high levels of prior knowledge about spyware and
Trojans. The drawback of these self-reporting measures is that they only capture users’ beliefs about what they
know, so users who are uninformed but over-confident of their IS security knowledge may bias the threat appraisals
as well as the design of the IS security threat message. Rogers and Prentice-Dunn (1997), for instance, point out
that most individuals hold an optimistic bias and believe they are less prone to experiencing a threat than others.
To overcome this bias, strong threat manipulations, especially of threat vulnerability, are necessary. Existing
research has not yet studied how IS security threat messages can influence an individual's cognitive biases
concerning IS security threats. Therefore, we recommend that studies should measure and test users’ actual
information security knowledge, which no previous study has done so far. Such tests may help to identify cognitive
biases relevant to IS security threats (cf. Tsohou et al., 2015) and to tailor messages that proactively counter
previously uncovered over- and under-estimations of a subject's IS security threat knowledge.
#3b) Account for current behavior in the case of self-protection. Moreover, a subject's current risky or protective
behavior determines how relevant people consider (first-time) information about a threat and the recommended
protective behaviors in the threat message because this may affect the degree of threat they are currently facing
(Rogers & Thistlethwaite, 1970; Ruiter et al., 2001; van ’t Riet & Ruiter, 2013). Liberman and Chaiken (1992)
conducted a study revealing that non-coffee drinkers were more convinced of the link between coffee-drinking
behavior and fibrocystic disease than coffee-drinking women. They concluded that the current behavior influences
the impact of the threat message.
If, for instance, Johnston et al.’s (2015) fear appeal to promote the behavior of always logging off every workstation
were given to two separate samples of people, those who already routinely log off before leaving their workstation
and those who do not log off, we would expect different, and possibly significant, effects on the perceived threat
and coping appraisals between the groups. The message might be more relevant for people who failed to log off,
because they would face a higher threat that unauthorized persons had already compromised their workplace data.
We believe a connection between the IS security threat message and the participant’s current risky or protective
information security behavior should help make the PMT processes in an IS security context more personally
relevant. So far, this connection has not gotten much attention in IS security and most studies implicitly assume that
subjects have not already adopted the coping response. We have identified only one work so far that targeted IS
security threat messages to users. This work employed interactive IS security threat messages with real-time
updates based on users’ current risky password behavior (Vance et al., 2013).
#3c) Account for source credibility and realism. When recipients perceive the message source as highly credible,
threat message effectiveness is higher (Higbee, 1969; Pornpitakpan, 2004; Westcott et al., 2017). Although the
causal relationship between smoking and health threats is complex (Thagard, 2003), by and large the general public
realizes that on average, smoking increases the probability and therefore risk of getting lung cancer which, in turn,
can kill you. Protection behaviors in IS security, however, are more problematic. Although those behaviors may

reduce the risk of IS security threat realization, the exact probabilities and consequences are difficult, if not
impossible, to estimate (Baskerville, 1991). Further complicating the issue, phishers also use appeals to threat or
security. Therefore, a message-like virus alert identifying malware with 95% certainty, which the program removes
with 95% certainty (Boss et al., 2015, p. 848), may appear unrealistic or unbelievable. For instance, users, even
professional ones, might ignore or avoid such messages, not because they do not believe in the IS security threat,
but because they believe that such a strong link from threat to consequence is exaggerated. Doubts may arise
about whether the message is due to phishing or a hoax.
Likewise, deceiving participants with fictitious IS security threats may provoke non-response due to incredibility.
The large majority of 1,402 out of 1800 students (77.9%) did not respond to a fictional IS security threat appeal and
did not install an anti-malware system that has no true detective abilities (Warkentin, Johnston, Shropshire, et al.,
2016), but they gave us no explanation. We conclude that future studies should account for and follow up on
credibility and realism of IS security threat messages, which are both unstudied issues in IS security.
#3d) Account for empathy in other protection. Often, IS security threatens others, along with the targeted
individual. This is the case in both organizational and private contexts. For example, hacked personal accounts are
commonly used to launch further attacks or transfer illegal material. In the case of other protection, Shelton and
Rogers (1981) proposed to integrate an alternative parallel mediating process provoked by empathy, defined as
“the ability to take the perspective of the other (human or infrahuman)” because “[e]mpathy bridges the gulf between
the individual and the society” (ibid, p. 376). Appeals arousing empathy aim at stimulating pro-social/helping
behavior, rather than persuasion. Haley et al. (2011), for instance, found that those messages appealing to the
responsibility to others particularly increased women’s breast-related preventative health behaviors. Accordingly,
we recommend including empathy-arousing instructions in IS security threat messages because they may increase
employee motivation to protect third-party IT assets, such as corporate data.
We did not find any IS security study that has taken the mediating process of empathy arousal into account. Posey
et al. (2015) show that the somewhat-related concept of insiders’ organizational commitment levels, defined as the
extent to which an “organization’s values, goals, and initiatives align with the employees’ views” (Posey et al., 2015,
p. 190), enhances PMT’s relevance in organizational contexts.
#3e) Account for protective behaviors of prevention and detection. PMT-based studies in psychology show
that people react differently to protective behaviors of prevention versus detection (e.g., Hevey et al., 2010;
Leventhal & Watts, 1966). Compared to detection behaviors that are done to gather information about threat and
risk factors, prevention behaviors directly reduce threat (Tannenbaum et al., 2015). While prevention behaviors
generally decrease feelings of fear, detection behaviors can increase them and are therefore associated with greater
perceived risk (Tannenbaum et al., 2015; Tversky & Kahneman, 1981). Prospect theory shows that people prefer
risky options when confronted with losses, but prefer certainty when considering gains (Tversky & Kahneman, 1981).
Accordingly, assuming prospect theory is correct, then IS security threat messages recommending prevention
behaviors are best promoted by gain frames, such as “people who change their password frequently are taking
advantage of a safe and effective way to reduce compromised data.” By contrast, detection behaviors that uncover
IS security threats are best promoted by loss frames, such as “failing to use a virus scanner limits your ability to
detect security attacks.” Obtaining the unwanted and undesirable information that a virus has infected one’s
computer could prevail in the formation of protection motivation. Prevention behaviors, on the other hand, typically
produce desirable outcomes because not performing the behavior becomes the risky option (Ruiter et al., 2001;
Tannenbaum et al., 2015). For example, always logging off every workstation before walking away will bring users
closer to the desired outcome of avoiding data compromise without any loss potential.
The 15 studies that manipulate IS security threat messages identified in our review have analyzed both prevention
(e.g., Johnston et al., 2015) and detection information security behaviors (e.g., Zahedi et al., 2015). However, only
Anderson and Agarwal (2010) accounted for prospect theory to detect the most effective mix of message
characteristics that would positively affect users’ home computer attitudes toward security-related behavior. The
other 14 studies that reported IS security threat messages do not seem to follow any explicit theory or rule to phrase
predominant losses (46.2%), predominant gains (38.5%), or a combination of losses and games (15.4%). For
example, in one study, the IS security threat message frames the probable outcome solely with losses, such as
“Hard drive will become unusable after the next restart; all data on this computer may be irretrievable” (Boss et al.,
2015, p. 848), while the use of antivirus software after the scanning procedure, and thus a protection behavior, is
analyzed. Such loss-framed information, however, can stimulate people to take more risks than usual (Tannenbaum
et al., 2015), which is why such an IS security threat message could backfire.
We conclude that future IS studies should frame IS security threat messages depending on whether they examine

protective information security behaviors of prevention or detection.
#3f) Account for multiple, repeated protective information security behaviors. Frequently, protective behaviors
in IS security require not only one-time single actions, but multiple and repeated efforts to be effective, such as
regularly changing passwords, habitually logging off when leaving the workstation, or continuously using antimalware systems.
Repeated protective behaviors, however, were found to be least shaped by threat messages (Tannenbaum et al.,
2015). Therefore, health psychologists recommend that threat messages recommending multiple repeated actions
should include specific and detailed instructions about how, when, and where actors should engage in the protective
behaviors. This may prompt the motivated actors to automatically translate good intentions into actions (Ruiter et
al., 2001). Automaticity is found to ensure long-term effects of threat messages on coping behaviors (Floyd et al.,
2000) and can thus enhance the sustainability of the protective behavior.
In the IS security context, Vance et al. (2012) show the fundamental effect of protection habit on the threat and
coping appraisal processes and subsequent intentions to comply with IS security policies. Educational training in
IS security measures are found to influence the protection habit strength (Shillair & Meng, 2017). Furthermore, a
higher number of IS security threat messages also tends to increase the continuance of protective behavior (Boss
et al., 2015). No study so far, however, has analyzed the relevant message characteristics of one-time and/or
repeated IS security threat messages that influence multiple and/or repeated protective information security
behaviors over a longer period. We recommend it for future studies.
Recommendation #4: Study Maladaptive Coping with Emotions.
Coping modes are maladaptive if individuals cope with the induced emotions, but not directly with the threat in the
external situation (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Although threatening security information appears to arouse
little fear-related response (Warkentin, Johnston, Walden, et al., 2016), threatening health information is found to
also arouse other emotional responses, such as surprise, puzzlement, or sadness (Dillard & Nabi, 2006; Dillard,
Plotnick, & Godbold, 1996). Surprise or puzzlement in reaction to novel or abnormal IS security threat messages,
or sadness in reaction to previously experienced or anticipated losses caused by an IS security breach, might be
examples of potential understudied emotional responses to threatening security information.
The technology threat avoidance theory (TTAT) (Liang & Xue, 2009), which is grounded in PMT, focuses on negative
emotions, such as stress or frustration. It proposes that users who perceive an IS security threat as unavoidable
may mitigate negative emotions by responding with maladaptive coping. Such maladaptive coping responses can
include cognitive avoidance (ignoring/trying not to think about a threat), denial (refusal to acknowledge the threat),
fatalism (resigning in the face of no power to avert the threat), wishful thinking (dreaming about unrealistic solutions),
or hopelessness (resignation to not being able to control the threat) (Liang & Xue, 2009; Rippetoe & Rogers, 1987).
When threatening information is personally relevant or response and self-efficacy are low, maladaptive coping
responses prevail over adaptive ones (Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997). Still, maladaptive coping does not
necessarily suppress or counteract protective behaviors. Under certain situations, for instance, if maladaptive
coping responses alleviate negative emotions, they can actually aid persuasion and boost protective motivations
and behaviors (van ’t Riet & Ruiter, 2013). Maladaptive coping responses can also change over time. For example,
one might first deny a threat message, but then re-appraise it with increased knowledge about that threat (van ’t
Riet & Ruiter, 2013) (see recommendation #1). Typically, maladaptive coping is stimulated when the threat is to
oneself, such as denying the threat to defend one’s risky habits (Rippetoe & Rogers, 1987); when the threat is to
others, individuals engage less in maladaptive coping (Shelton & Rogers, 1981).
We do not yet know the role of maladaptive coping in the organizational context when corporate IS security is
threatened. Only in non-work contexts, five studies (7.5%) of our review have discussed some form of maladaptive
coping. Of special note here is the study of Chen and Zahedi (2016) that finds significant positive effects, and
stronger ones for Chinese than US users, of perceived online security threat on seeking help and advice, as well
as on the avoidance of using the Internet to some extent, in particular for sensitive activities. Thus, the possibility
of completely avoiding IS security threats by not using IT at all might be a unique attribute of IS security over other
threats previously analyzed with PMT, such as health or environmental threats.
We therefore recommend future studies analyze maladaptive coping responses to emotions provoked by
threatening security information in organizational contexts.
Recommendation #5: Measure Personality Variables.

As displayed in Figure 1, PMT relates personality variables to individual threat and coping appraisal (Rogers, 1983).
PMT studies on health threats show that PMT predictions are more precise if, for instance, individuals’ uncertainty
orientation is taken into account (Brouwers & Sorrentino, 1993). Depressed and antisocial persons, as another
example, are more likely to respond with maladaptive coping behaviors (Self & Rogers, 1990). And people who are
highly conscious of their body appearance were found to be more motivated by messages appealing to the gains
of precautionary sun behaviors than potential loss framings (Hevey et al., 2010).
In our review, Srisawang et al. (2015) is the only study that has included personality variables in PMT-based IS
security models. They found that a conscientious personality positively affects threat and coping appraisals related
to protective behavior against computer crime. Non-PMT-based studies in the IS security field also illustrate the
importance of personality variables, such as stability, plasticity, the Big Five, or Machiavellianism for the formation
of security intentions and behaviors (Johnston et al., 2016; Kajzer et al., 2014; Shropshire et al., 2015). We therefore
recommend that future IS studies should start to examine individual differences in the way people process IS
security threats.

Implications for Future Research
In this section, we briefly describe how future research can approach each of the five recommendations to provide
a starting point. Table 2 presents a summary with example study designs and measurement items. Boss et al. (2015)
suggest the use of “the core or full nomology of PMT” (Boss et al., 2015, p. 858), which means that a single study
is expected to cover all components of PMT. We want to highlight that we do not have such expectations. We rather
believe, consistent with PMT research in psychology (e.g., Sturges & Rogers, 1996; Wong et al., 2016) that a
singular study can examine certain components of PMT. Thus, no singular study needs to cover all the issues we
outlined above. In fact, a singular study can hardly study one of them in its entirety.
----------------------------------------------------------------Insert Table 2 About Here
----------------------------------------------------------------With respect to recommendation 1, to measure subject’s actual concern about IS security threats, future research
should analyze the extent to which IS security threats and accompanying IS security threat messages elicit feelings
of concern. In interviews and surveys, subjects should be asked about the extent to which they feel concerned
about the specific IS security threat. In variance models, ratings should either be included as control variables or
those ratings below the neutral response should be excluded for analyzing PMT-based relationships. For behavior
change studies, researchers should check if the IS security threat messages used are successful to elicit some
level of concern in users. For this, IS security threat messages with different levels and ways of communicating the
IS security threats and their negative outcomes should be designed and compared regarding their influence on
users’ concern regarding these IS security threats.
With respect to recommendation 2, training and tools should be designed that inform users how they can make a
difference in reducing an IS security threat. Quantitative or qualitative studies can then be used to evaluate the
impact of increased transparency on coping appraisal and protection motivation. In addition, the employee level of
trust in protective tools, as well as in security providers, should be determined to better specify confidence in the
relationship between protective behavior and IS security threat reduction.
To personalize the IS security threat message in recommendation 3, we suggest tailoring the message. In particular,
people’s level of familiarity with the IS security threat should be considered. Besides of people’s own or observed
experiences with this or similar IS security threats and their previous knowledge about them, also their currently
used maladaptive behavior responses should be identified to design novel IS security threat messages that are
able to change perceptions of the efficacy of those maladaptive coping behaviors. Moreover, researchers should
develop tests of subjects’ actual IS security knowledge. This could start with provoking and testing the performance
and effects of the riskiest IS security behaviors. Next, technical IS security experts could first assess the instrument,
and users should test its understandability and reliability. It is also important to provide and test translations to
different languages. An alternative approach to generating such a test is to interview people and find out common,
but critical, misunderstandings concerning IS security threats. It is also important to determine the extent to which
people even want to know details about IS security incidents affecting them personally and, thus, how thirst for
knowledge regarding IS security threats (or lack thereof) influences protection motivation. Further biases relevant
for IS security threats, such as optimistic or cultural biases (see Tsohou et al., 2015), and potential counteracting
interventions should be examined. To better specify the IS security threat, characteristics, and subjects’ appraisal

of it, future research should also analyze how effective tools or interventions are for making digital IS security threats
more visible, tangible, and known for users. Moreover, the design of the IS security threat message should consider
the type of the recommended protective information security behavior (i.e., detection or prevention), and the
subject’s current risky or protective information security behavior. One approach for the latter is to collect self-reports
on subjects’ past and current use of risky or protective information security behaviors in a pre-study. Future research
in the organizational context should also add empathy-arousing instructions in IS security threat messages to
analyze the impact on employee motivation to protect corporate IT and data. Moreover, interviews are useful to
follow up content credibility of IS security threat messages and determine why participants of a study did or did not
perform the recommended protective behavior. It is particularly important to realize that participants who do not
click a link or install an (alleged) antivirus software may do it for good reasons. For instance, they may wish to avoid
an IS security threat when the recommended protective behavior is phishing-like and motivates toward a risky
behavior. In addition, future research should measure the long-term effect of repeatedly recommended IS security
threat messages on subjects’ actual engagement in IS security measures at several points in time (i.e., at t 0, t1,
t2, …, tn) to derive the most effective message characteristics that provoke continued, habitual, and automatic
protective information security behaviors. In particular, feedback mechanisms should be analyzed by investigating
the change in participants’ re-appraisal of the IS security threat and coping activity with ongoing engagement in
protective behavior.
Regarding recommendation 4, to study maladaptive coping behaviors, future studies should identify alternative
explanations for why protective information security behaviors are not yet adopted, even when people experience
higher protection motivation. One future endeavor could analyze the extent to which subjects escape potential IS
security threats by not using IT altogether (i.e., avoidance behavior) or by emotionally denying IS security threats.
Here, the arousal of other emotions in reaction to IS security threat messages, such as sadness, puzzlement, or
surprise, should be studied. Furthermore, it may be interesting to study how many independent types of maladaptive
coping responses to IS security threats we can differentiate and how maladaptive coping changes over time. Finally,
future research should investigate how maladaptive coping feeds back and affects the re-appraisal of threat and
coping processes. Can we effectively encourage maladaptive responses to increase protective information security
behaviors?
Concerning our last recommendation, recommendation 5, future research should analyze individual differences in
the way people process IS security threat information. One example of past research into health behavior found
that uncertainty-oriented persons are more motivated in situations where the coping response will resolve
uncertainty about self, the environment, or any behavioral outcome (Sorrentino & Short, 1986). In the IS security
context, engaging in data backups (Boss et al., 2015) or using anti-spyware (Johnston & Warkentin, 2010) or other
detection tools (Zahedi et al., 2015) could help users resolve uncertainty. Thus, compared to certainty-oriented
people, uncertainty-oriented people may more likely follow recommended coping responses as threat and efficacy
increase and, thus, protection motivation. Future research might empirically confirm this proposition by adapting the
measurement instrument for uncertainty orientation from health (Sorrentino & Short, 1986) to the IS security context.

Conclusion
We found and systematically reviewed 67 PMT studies in IS security and compared the results of this review with
the application of PMT for decades in psychology. As a result, we identified several new and important issues that
have not yet been examined in IS security research, and which fit into five important categories. In discussing these
open issues and suggesting how future studies can approach each of them, we provide a road map for future PMT
research in the IS field. It is important to note that no single study must focus on all of the issues at once.

Notes
1

Note that fear appeals are included in the “verbal persuasion” component of Figure 1 (Rogers 1983).
The selection criteria ensured a reference to the topic under study by excluding those IS studies focusing on other types of
threats, such as privacy (Marett et al., 2011) or chronic diseases (Laugesen & Hassanein, 2017).
3
Note that some studies evaluated rewards expected from the adaptive response (e.g., Siponen et al., 2009, 2010). These
adaptive response rewards, though, are conceptually different from the intrinsic/extrinsic rewards expected from the
maladaptive response in the threat appraisal (see Figure 1) because users evaluate adaptive response rewards in the coping
appraisal to assess potential benefits from engaging in the coping behavior (Rogers, 1983).
2
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survey

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Non-work

Factors that motivate the consumers
to adopt and use anti-spyware tools
when they are faced with security
threats.

Crosssectional
survey

232 students

factor analysis,
Partial
logistic
support
regression

Herath and
Rao (2009)

Decomposed
TPB, GDT,
PMT, TPB,
Individual
Organisationa
l Commitment

Work

Integrated Protection Motivation and
Deterrence model of employee
security compliance intentions

Crosssectional
survey

employees of
various
organizations

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Herath et al.
(2014)

TAM, TTAT,
PMT

Individual

Non-work

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Individual

Work

PLS-SEM

Partial
support;
Contradiction

135 IS students
of US
x
university

t-test

Partial
support

Gurung et al.
PMT
(2009)

Ifinedo (2012) PMT, TPB

Individual

Stage 1:
theories of
routine,
cognitive load,
Jenkins et al.
motor
Individual
(2013)
movement;
Stage 2: PMT,
theory on
salience
PMT,
Johnston and
technology
Warkentin
Individual
adoption
(2010)
literature
Johnston et
al. (2015)

PMT,
sanctioning
rhetoric

Individual

(Longitudinal) students as
Factors that affect user intention to
study of two average email
adopt an email authentication service
surveys
users
124 Canadian
Factors of employees' information
Crossbusiness
systems security policy (ISSP)
sectional field managers and
compliance intention
survey
IS
professionals

Non-work

How monitoring a user’s keystroke
behavior (i.e. keystroke dynamics)
can identify password reuse &
displaying just-in-time fear appeals
will discourage password reuse

Non-work

User intentions to engage in antiLab
spyware use recommended in fear
experiment
inducing persuasive communications

university staff,
faculty,
Yes
students

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Work

Effect of sanctioning rhetoric on
Hypothetical
individuals' intention to comply with
scenario
the recommended protective
experiment
strategies against data theft provided

employees of
Finnish city
government

PLS-SEM incl.
multigroup
analysis

Partial
support

Lab
experiment

Yes

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Lai et al.
(2012)

TTAT

Individual

PMT,
Elaboration
LaRose et al. likelihood
Individual
(2008)
model, Social
cognitive
theory
Lee (2011)

PMT

Lee and
PMT
Larsen (2009)

Individual

Organization

PMT, Social
cognitive
Individual
theory
Process
model:
Cybernetics
Liang and Xue
theory, coping Individual
(2009)
theory
Variance
model: PMT,
Lee et al.
(2008)

Non-work

by a fear appeal under the threat of
sanctions to themselves.
Model to explore the factors that
influence consumers to adopt various
identity protection practices
Cross(=technological coping) & two types of sectional
coping behaviors (techn. &
survey
conventional coping) to fight identity
theft

117
undergraduate
students

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Chi-square
analyses

n.a. (not all
results
presented, at
least Partial
support)

PLS-SEM

Intention:
Definitive
support;
Action: Partial
support

Questionnaire
239 US SME
-based field
executives
survey

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Crosssectional
survey

multiple
regression
analysis.

Partial
support

Crosssectional
survey & lab
experiment

566
undergraduate
students & 206 Yes
college
students

Non-work

Framework to motivate safe online
behavior

Work

218 faculty
CrossFactors affecting the adoption of antimembers of US
sectional field
plagiarism software
public
survey
universities

Work

Non-work

Non-work

Factors affecting small- and mediumsized business (SMB) executives’
decision to adopt anti-malware
software for their organizations
Model of online protection behaviour,
particularly regarding the use of virus
protection

Development of the technology threat
avoidance theory (TTAT) to explain
individual IT users' behavior of
Conceptual
avoiding the threat of malicious
information
technologies by using safeguarding

273 college
students who
use the Internet

n.a.

Yes

n.a.

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

health belief
model, risk
analysis in
TTAT
Liang and Xue
TTAT
(2010)
Mani et al.
(2015)

PMT

measures and emotion-focused
coping

individual

Individual

non-work

Personal computer users avoidance
of IT threats by using anti-spyware
software

Survey

business
students

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Work

Investigation of factors that influence
real estate employees’ intended
information security behaviour

Crosssectional
survey

105 Australian
real estate
business
employees

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Crosssectional
survey

77 college
students

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Crosssectional
survey

449 consumers

OLS regression

Partial
support

Crosssectional
survey

419 Internet
users with at
least on email
account

ANOVA, SEM

Partial
support

Crosssectional
survey with
hypothetical
scenario

159 millenials

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Sixteen endMulitple case
users and
studies
seven security

Qualitative
narrative
analysis

Definitive
support (if
applicable:
qualitative

Meso et al.
(2013)

PMT

Individual

Non-work

Milne et al.
(2009)

PMT, Social
cognitive
theory

Individual

Non-work

Mwagwabi et
PMT
al. (2014)

Ngugi and
PMT
Kamis (2013)

Pham et al.
(2017)

Individual

Individual

PMT, TPB,
GDT, selfIndividual,
determination Organization
theory

Non-work

Non-work

Work

Model to study college students'
influence of knowledge from lectures
and hands-on experience on security
behavior using protection motivation
theory
Extent to which the level of perceived
threat and likelihood of threat along
with online self-efficacy affect risky
and protective online behaviors.
How user perceptions of passwords
and security threats affect intented
compliance with guidelines and how
these perceptions might be altered in
order to improve compliance.
PMT-based model of the coping and
threat appraisals that motivate
Millennials as early technology
adopters to adopt or resist biometric
security for system access
Description of perspectives of
information security experts/managers
and end-users on the impact of risk
evaluation, rewards and sanctions,

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection
security self-efficacy and social
influences on individuals’ security
compliance

PMT, GDT,
Theory or
reasoned
action (TRA),
Pahnila et al.
IS Success, Individual
(2007a)
Triandis’
Behavioral
Framework,
rewards
PMT, GDT,
TRA,
Pahnila et al. Innovation
Individual
(2007b)
Diffusion
Theory,
rewards

experts and
managers

Crosssectional
survey

Work

Factors that explain employees’ IS
security policy compliance

Work

CrossExplanation of employees’ adherence
sectional
to information security policies
survey

"findings
clearly
explained the
five
theoretical
constructs
from
protection
motivation
theory, theory
of planned
behaviour
and general
deterrence
theory in the
context of
behavioural
security
compliance")

240 Finnish
employees of
one company

factor analysis,
multiple
Partial
regression
support
analysis

917 employees
of four Finnish
companies

CB-SEM

Partial
support

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Work

Test whether different factors
explain/predict the information
Crosssecurity behavior of those employees sectional
who do know the ISP and of those
survey
who do not know the ISP

513 employees
of four Finnish
companies

PLS-SEM

Work

Development of a taxonomy and
theory of diversity for protection
motivation behaviors (PMBs) of
organizational insiders to volitionally
protect organizational info and IS

Disparate
groups of
organizational
insiders

Multidimensiona
l scaling (MDS),
property fitting
n.a.
(ProFit), and
cluster
analyses.

Work

Examination of insiders and security
experts’ perceptions about security
Interviews
behaviors and their antecedents from
a PMT-based framework

22 insiders and
11 information
security
professionals
of different
organizations
and industries
in the US

Thematic coding n.a.

Individual

Work

Exploration of intrinsic and extrinsic
maladaptive rewards, response costs,
and fear as well as SETA frequency
Crossand orga commitment and their
sectional
relationships with organizational
survey
insiders' protection motivation and
previously performed protectionmotivated behaviors (PMBs)

380 insiders
from various
industries and
positions within
the US

CB-SEM

Partial
support

PMT,
reactance
Putri and
theory,
Individual
Hovav (2014)
organizational
justice theory

Work

Eamination of employees' intention to Crosscomply with an organization’s IS
sectional
security policy in the context of BYOD survey

230 employees

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

PMT,
Pahnila et al.
information
(2013)
quality

Posey et al.
(2013)

Posey et al.
(2014)

Posey et al.
(2015)

PMT

PMT

PMT

Individual

Individual

Individual

Interviews

Partial
support

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Shillair and
PMT
Meng (2017)

Individual

Non-work

(1) Sources of online safety
information people rely on
(2) How various combinations of
sources are correlated with individuals
coping self-efficacy and their
protection behavior habits
How a sense of user personal
responsibility can add to our
understanding of how to educate or
train users in ways that enhance their
self-confidence and eventual
enactment of online safety behaviors.

Crosssectional
survey

780 Amazon
Mechanical
Turk users

network
analysis, linear
regression

Experiment

441 home
Yes
Internet users

2x2x2 factorial
analysis

Definitive
support

110 university
employees

CB-SEM

Partial
support

SEM with ML
method

Definitive
support

Shillair et al.
(2015)

PMT, Social
cognitive
theory

Individual

Non-work

Sikolia et al.
(2016)

PMT, TRA,
Cognitive
Evaluation
Theory

Individual

Work

Partial replication of (Siponen et al.
2014) to explain employees’
adherence to security policies.

Crosssectional
survey

Siponen et al. PMT, TRA,
(2007)
GDT

Individual

Work

Model that explains employees’
adherence to information security
policies

Work

Factors helpful towards employees’
compliance with security policies

Cross917 employees
sectional field of four Finnish
survey
companies
Information
Crosssecurity prosectional field fessionals from
survey
five Finnish
companies

Work

Understanding of why some
employees comply with their
organizations’ security policies and
others do not

Cross917 employees
sectional field of four Finnish
survey
companies

SEM with ML
method

Partial
support;
Contradiction

Work

Multi-theory based model that
explained employees’ adherence to
security policies

Crosssectional
survey

669 employees
from four
Finnish
corporations

SEM with ML
method

Partial
support

Siponen et al.
TRA, PMT
(2009)
PMT, GDT,
TRA,
Siponen et al. innovation
(2010)
diffusion
theory, and
rewards
PMT, TRA,
Siponen et al. Cognitive
(2014)
Evaluation
Theory

Individual

Individual

Individual

factor analysis,
multiple
Definitive
regression
support
analysis

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Non-work

Drivers of online safety behaviors in
the context of home computer use.

Crosssectional
survey
Crosssectional
survey

600 Thai
personal
computer users
988 Amazon
Mechanical
Turk users

Non-work

Explaining users’ intentions to employ
Crossmeasures to reduce or prevent
sectional
damage from the loss or theft of
survey
mobile devices.

Srisawang et
PMT
al. (2015)

Individual

Non-work

Investigation of factors that affect
computer crime protection behavior

Tsai et al.
(2016)

PMT

Individual

Tu et al.
(2015)

PMT, Social
learning
theory, Social Individual
cognitive
theory

Vance et al.
(2012)

PMT, habit
theory

Vance et al.
(2013)

Fear appeals
(PMT),
Individual
interactivity

Vance et al.
(2014)

PMT, TPB,
habituation

Fear appeal
Warkentin et
theory (inkl.
al. (2016b)
PMT)

Individual

Work

Non-work

Individual

Non-work

Individual

Non-work

CrossInfluence of routinized past IS security
sectional
compliance behavior on the threat
survey with
appraisal and coping mechanisms
hypothetical 5
theorized in PMT
scenarios
Examination of the influence of
interactivity, as well as static and
Field
interactive fear appeals, on motivating
experiment
users to increase the strength of their
passwords.
Comparison of predictive power of
EEG measures to that of self-reported
measures of information security risk
Lab
perceptions by comparing security
experiment
warning disregard as well as selfreported risk perception before and
after security incident screen
Neural activities associated with the
cognitive and affective reactions to
Withinfear appeals used for promoting
subjects lab
secure behaviors through an
experiment
experimental design involving

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

Hierarchical
regression
analysis

Partial
support;
Contradiction

339 US laptop
or mobile users

CB-SEM

Definitive
support

210 employees
of a Finnish
organization

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Yes

ANCOVA

Partial
support

Yes

linear
regression,
Partial
paired sample t- support
test

354 users
across65
countries

62 students

students

fMRi &
regression
analysis

Partial
support

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection
functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI)

Warkentin et
PMT
al. (2016a)

Individual

Non-work

Model for explaining an individual's
continued engagement in protective
security behaviors

Longitudinal
experiment
with one
crosssectional
survey

undergraduate
Yes
students

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

logistic
regression

Partial
support

PLS-SEM

Definitive
support

256 Indian
employees

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Woon et al.
(2005)

PMT

Individual

Non-work

Identification of the variables that
affect the decision of home wireless
network users to implement security
features on their network

Workman et
al. (2008)

PMT

Individual

Work

Threat control model to validate
assumptions and better understand
the ‘‘knowing-doing” gap

Wynn et al.
(2012)

PMT, health
belief model, Individual
TPB

Work

Preventive Adoption Model to
examine factors influencing
organizational users’ adoption of
preventive information security
behaviors

Non-work

Antecedents of HIPI (Healthcare
CrossInformation Protection Intention) of
sectional
HIS (Healthcare Information Systems)
survey
users

222 HIS users
who work at
university
hospital in
South Korea

Factor analysis

Definitive
support

Work

Comprehensive model of computer
Crosssecurity behaviors of individuals in the sectional
workplace
survey

162 employees
across multiple
Korean
organizations

PLS-SEM

Partial
support

Yang and Lee
PMT, GDT
(2016)

Individual

PMT, TRA,
moral
Yoon and Kim obligation,
Individual
(2013)
organizational
context
factors

189 home
Crossusers running
sectional field
wireless
survey
network
Field study
with online
questionnaire 588 employees
and direct
observations
Crosssectional
survey

Support for
or
contradictio
n to PMTbased
Dynamic
Participants behaviora Data analysis hypotheses
l change
Research Method

Reference

Theoretical
Base

Unit of
analysis

Research
context

Theoretical and/or empirical
context
Data
collection

Yoon et al.
(2012)

Zahedi et al.
(2015)

PMT, social
norms, habit

PMT

Individual

Non-work

Individual

Zhang and
McDowell
(2009a)

PMT

Individual

Zhang and
McDowell
(2009b)

PMT

Individual

Non-work

Factors that motivate college
students’ information security
behaviors
Theory of detection tool impact (DTI)
to investigate how salient
performance and cost-related
elements of detection tools could
influence users’ perceptions of the
tools and threats, efficacy in dealing
with threats, and reliance on such
tools

Crosssectional
survey

202 students

Lab
experiment

865 students
and staff of a
large
Midwestern
university

Non-work

Model of password protection
intentions for online users

Crosssectional
survey

Non-work

Model of password protection
intentions for online users

Crosssectional
survey

PLS-SEM

Yes

182 college
students of 3
southern US
universities
182 college
students of 3
southern US
universities

Partial
support

ANOVA, group
Partial
analysis with
support
MLM method

OLS regression

Partial
support

Multiple
regression
analysis

Partial
support

Table A.3. Whether Existing Studies Have Addressed our Five Recommendations for Future Studies

Reference

Anderson and
Agarwal
(2010)

#1
Measure level
of concern
about IS
security
threats

#2
Measure
confidence in
relationship &
digital threat
X

#3a
Account for
threat
familarity

#3 Personalize IS security threat messages
#3c
#3d
#3e
Account for
Account for
Account for
Account for
prevention or
current
credibility and
empathy
detection
behavior
realism
behaviors
#3b

X

#3f
Account for
multiple,
repeated acts

#4

#5

Measure
maladaptive
coping with
emotions

Measure
personality
variables

Reference

Anwar et al.
(2017)
Bélanger et al.
(2017)
Boss et al.
(2015)
Burns et al.
(2015)
Burns et al.
(2017)
Chen and
Zahedi (2016)
Chen et al.
(2017)
Chenoweth et
al. (2009)
Chou and
Chou (2016)
Crossler
(2010)
Crossler et al.
(2014)
Crossler and
Bélanger
(2014)
Dang-Pham
and
Pittayachawan
(2015)
Foth et al.
(2012)
Garrison et al.
(2016)
Gurung et al.
(2009)

#1
Measure level
of concern
about IS
security
threats

#2
Measure
confidence in
relationship &
digital threat

#3a
Account for
threat
familarity

#3 Personalize IS security threat messages
#3c
#3d
#3e
Account for
Account for
Account for
Account for
prevention or
current
credibility and
empathy
detection
behavior
realism
behaviors
#3b

#3f
Account for
multiple,
repeated acts

#4

#5

Measure
maladaptive
coping with
emotions

Measure
personality
variables

X

X

X

Reference

Herath and
Rao (2009)
Herath et al.
(2014)
Ifinedo (2012)
Jenkins et al.
(2013)
Johnston and
Warkentin
(2010)
Johnston et al.
(2015)
Lai et al.
(2012)
LaRose et al.
(2008)
Lee (2011)
Lee and
Larsen (2009)
Lee et al.
(2008)
Liang and Xue
(2009)
Liang and Xue
(2010)
Mani et al.
(2015)
Meso et al.
(2013)
Milne et al.
(2009)
Mwagwabi et
al. (2014)
Ngugi and
Kamis (2013)

#1
Measure level
of concern
about IS
security
threats

#2
Measure
confidence in
relationship &
digital threat

#3a
Account for
threat
familarity

#3 Personalize IS security threat messages
#3c
#3d
#3e
Account for
Account for
Account for
Account for
prevention or
current
credibility and
empathy
detection
behavior
realism
behaviors
#3b

#3f
Account for
multiple,
repeated acts

#4

#5

Measure
maladaptive
coping with
emotions

Measure
personality
variables

X

V
X

V
V
V

X

X

Reference

Pham et al.
(2017)
Pahnila et al.
(2007a)
Pahnila et al.
(2007b)
Pahnila et al.
(2013)
Posey et al.
(2013)
Posey et al.
(2014)
Posey et al.
(2015)
Putri and
Hovav (2014)
Shillair and
Meng (2017)
Shillair et al.
(2015)
Sikolia et al.
(2016)
Siponen et al.
(2007)
Siponen et al.
(2009)
Siponen et al.
(2010)
Siponen et al.
(2014)
Srisawang et
al. (2015)
Tsai et al.
(2016)
Tu et al.
(2015)

#1
Measure level
of concern
about IS
security
threats

#2
Measure
confidence in
relationship &
digital threat

#3a
Account for
threat
familarity

#3 Personalize IS security threat messages
#3c
#3d
#3e
Account for
Account for
Account for
Account for
prevention or
current
credibility and
empathy
detection
behavior
realism
behaviors
#3b

#3f
Account for
multiple,
repeated acts

#4

#5

Measure
maladaptive
coping with
emotions

Measure
personality
variables

V

X

X

Reference

Vance et al.
(2012)
Vance et al.
(2013)
Vance et al.
(2014)
Warkentin et
al. (2016)
Warkentin et
al. (2016)
Woon et
al.(2005)
Workman et
al. (2008)
Wynn et al.
(2012)
Yang and Lee
(2016)
Yoon and Kim
(2013)
Yoon et al.
(2012)
Zahedi et al.
(2015)
Zhang and
McDowell
(2009a)
Zhang and
McDowell
(2009b)

#1
Measure level
of concern
about IS
security
threats

#2
Measure
confidence in
relationship &
digital threat

#3a
Account for
threat
familarity

#3 Personalize IS security threat messages
#3c
#3d
#3e
Account for
Account for
Account for
Account for
prevention or
current
credibility and
empathy
detection
behavior
realism
behaviors
#3b

X
X

X
X
V

V

V

Note: “X”: Study explicitly addressed concept; “V”: Study implicitly addressed
concept

#3f
Account for
multiple,
repeated acts

#4

#5

Measure
maladaptive
coping with
emotions

Measure
personality
variables
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Figure 1. Model of Protection Motivation Theory (Rogers, 1983; Rogers & Prentice-Dunn, 1997)

Table 1. Empirical Results (Support, Partial Support, and Contrary Findings)
Dependent variablese

Definitive support
for PMT a

Partial support for
PMT b

Contradiction
to PMT c

Total

Protection motivation

13 (21.3%)

34 (55.8%)

7 (11.5%)

54 (88.5%)

Adaptive coping

11 (18.0%)

23 (37.7%)

5 (8.2%)

39 (64.0%)

Maladaptive coping

2 (3.3%)

1 (1.6%)

0 (0%)

3 (4.9%)

Total

18 (29.5%)

45 (73.8%)

9 (14.8%)

61 (100%)d

a

Study found support for all of its PMT-based hypotheses
Study found support for some of its PMT-based hypotheses
c Study also found contrary results to PMT
d Not applicable for six of the 67 studies because these did not empirically test PMT-based hypotheses
e Analysis of multiple dependent variables possible
b

Table 2. Recommendations to Advance PMT Research in IS Security and First Examples of How to
Approach Them
Recommendations of open PMT issues
Examples of how to approach the recommendations
Measure the level of actual concern about IS security threats.
Analyze and control for subjects actual level Examine self-reports of the extent to which people feel concerned about the specific
of concern about IS security threats.
IS security threat under study.
Analyze the extent to which IS security
 Design IS security threat messages with different levels and ways of
threat messages elicit feelings of concern in
communicating IS security threats and their negative outcomes.
users.
 Compare which of these IS security threat messages make PMT work as
theoretically specified.
Analyze mechanisms that make the digital  Design and evaluate tools displaying IS security attacks in real-time.
IS security threat more visible and tangible,
 Expose subjects to a video showing how malicious offenders can misuse
and their impacts on feelings of concern,
compromised access data and measure impact on PMT components.
threat and coping appraisals.
#2
Measure confidence in relationship between protective behavior and IS security threat reduction.
Analyze the extent to which users are
 Interview people about their perceptions of how their protective behaviors
confident about/trust in the effectiveness of
help to reduce IS security threats.
protective technology and protection
 Design tools that give feedback by visualizing a contingency between
suppliers in reducing the IS security threat.
(repeated) IS security measures and IS security threat reduction (Norman,
1988). Then evaluate the impact on PMT components.
 Investigate effect of self-reports about employee levels of trust in technology
and their organization on PMT components.
Analyze the extent to which users perceive
 Design training interventions that educate users about how they can make a
that their own protective actions can make a
difference in reducing IS security threat.
difference in reducing the IS security threat.
 Perform group analysis between IT and non-IT people concerning PMT
components.
#3
Personalize IS security threat messages.
#3a Account for audience’s threat familiarity.
Analyze the effect of users’ prior direct
 Examine self-reports concerning the extent to which people have prior
experiences with similar IS security threats
experiences with similar IS security threats.
on threat and coping appraisals.
 Expose subjects to artificial IS security incidents and ask for self-reports
concerning threat and coping appraisal variables and protection motivation.
 Analyze differences in the effects between IS security threats individuals have
previously experienced and similar threats individuals are currently facing;
vary the degree of similarity between threats.
Analyze how individuals observing IS
 Expose subjects to real-world or artificial situations or to recordings showing
security incidents happening to others
IS security incidents happening to others and subsequently ask for selfappraise or reappraise the IS security
reports concerning threat and coping appraisal variables and protection
threat.
behaviors.
 Examine self-reports about the extent to which people have ever observed IS
security incidents happening to family, friends, or colleagues and their effects
on the PMT components.
Analyze the extent to which cognitive biases
 Perform an analysis of variance (ANOVA) of perceptions regarding own IS
are relevant for processing IS security
security threat versus IS security threat to others to analyze optimistic bias
threats.
(cf. Rhee et al., 2012).
 Compare people’s perceived vulnerability that the IS security threat may
happen to them (such as “How likely is it that your identity will be misused if
you do not engage in the IS security measure?”) with the actual/statistical
likelihood based on historical ID theft data.
Analyze how subject’s actual knowledge
 Develop and test new instruments designed to objectively measure
about IS security threats moderates threat
individuals’ IS security knowledge.
and coping appraisal.
 Interview people about critical misunderstandings concerning IS security
threats.
 Determine user over-confidence effects:
- Ask people how confident they are of their self-reported answers to IS
#1

Recommendations of open PMT issues

Analyze people’s thirst for knowledge
regarding IS security threats.
Analyze the effect of users’ prior repertory of
maladaptive behaviors responses on threat
and coping appraisals

#3b

#3c

#3d

#3e

#3f

#4

Examples of how to approach the recommendations
security knowledge.
- Compare self-reported and objective measures of people’s IS security
knowledge.
Interview subjects about the extent to which they want to know details about IS
security incidents that affect them personally.
 Interview people currently behaving risky about why they don’t worry about IS
security threats to gather relevant maladaptive responses
 Analyze the relationship between the number of reported applicable
maladaptive response statements and IS security threat vulnerability
 Capture subjects’ actual knowledge about IS security threat and the
recommended IS security measure(s) prior to the IS security threat message.

Use new, more convincing arguments in IS
security threat messages for subjects
familiar with the IS security threat and the
recommended protective behavior.
Analyze interventions to overcome  Analyze the effect of disclosing/visualizing misperceptions of IS security
prevailing cognitive biases while processing
threats on PMT components.
IS security threats.
Account for current behavior if self-protection.
Use distinct arguments in IS security threat  Ask subjects prior to the IS security threat message about their past and
messages recommending protective
current use of IS security measures in self-reports and/or observe it
behavior(s) for those subjects whose
objectively.
current behavior is risky and those subjects
 To motivate continuance of IS security measures, highlight in the IS security
whose current behavior is protective
threat messages what subjects have gained since using the measure.
Account for source credibility and realism.
Analyze value-based consequences of Assess rate of IS security incidents for users who take the IS security measure and
users’ protective behaviors on reducing IS those who do not.
security threats in order to derive
scientifically supported recommendations.
Account for empathy if other-protection.
Examine the effect of a parallel empathy Expose employees to an IS security threat message including empathy-arousing
process in the case of protecting others manipulations, such as “Imagine how the reputation of your organization suffers
from an IS security threat.
when sensitive customer data have been lost or compromised owing to your use of
easily guessed passwords. Picture how your directors, managers, or colleagues
would feel. Try to be compassionate and sympathize with your organization.” Let
employees then complete a mood adjective checklist assessing their emotional
state with empathy items such as upset, empathetic, concerned, soft-hearted,
compassionate (cf. Coke et al., 1978).
Account for protective behaviors of prevention and detection.
Distinctly frame IS security threat messages
 Gain frame in message for prevention IS security measure: “People who
recommending detection (loss frame)
change their password frequently are taking advantage of a safe and effective
versus prevention (gain frame) protective
way to keep their data secure.”
behaviors.
 Loss frame in message for detection IS security measure: “Failing to use a
virus scanner limits your ability to detect security attacks.”
Account for multiple, repeated protective information security behaviors.
Analyze the longitudinal effect of one-time  Measure effect of one-time IS security threat messages on PMT components
and/or repeated IS security threat
at t1, t2, t3, …, tn.
messages on multiple and/or repeated  Measure effects of repeated IS security threat messages at t 1, t2, t3, …, tn on
engagements in protective information
PMT components at t1, t2, t3, …, tn.
security behaviors.
Analyze the effect of IS security threat Manipulate the level of specific and detailed instructions about how, when, and
message characteristics on habitual where IS security measures should be implemented in IS security threat messages
engagement in protective behavior(s).
and analyze effect on continued/habitual engagement in IS security measures.
Study maladaptive coping with emotions.
Analyze emotional responses other than
 Gather and analyze self-reports about subjects’ level of frustration (e.g.,
fear, such as frustration, stress, sadness,
Peters et al., 1980), security-related stress (e.g., D’Arcy et al., 2014),
puzzlement, or surprise, and their impact on
sadness, puzzlement, or surprise (J. Dillard et al., 1996) in response to IS

Recommendations of open PMT issues
protection motivation.
Investigate individuals’ maladaptive coping
with an IS security threat, esp. in
organizational contexts.
 Analyze the role of avoidance of IS
security threats by not using specific IT,
especially in the organizational
context.
 Analyze the role of emotional coping
mechanisms, such as denial, fatalism
or wishful thinking, concerning IS
security threats.
#5
Measure personality variables.
Analyze differences between people in
processing IS security threatening
information.





Examples of how to approach the recommendations
security threat messages.
Survey subjects on:
- denial (such as “I try not to think about IS security threats when using IT.”)
- fatalism (such as “no matter which protection I use, IS security incidents
occur anyway.”)
- wishful thinking (such as “I wish I could use IT without any/increasing IS
security threat.”)
ANOVA of avoidance, denial, fatalism, and wishful thinking across varying IS
security threats and/or IS security threat messages.

Examine differences in the effect of PMT components for certainty- and uncertaintyoriented people by using Sorrentino and Short’s (1986) measurement instrument of
uncertainty orientation.

